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Abstract—The rate of aging of ICs is increasing with the
continued reduction in feature sizes of devices. Bias temperature
instability (BTI) is considered to be the major reliability hazard
in nano-scale CMOS and causes stability degradation of SRAM
cells. Some of the SRAM cells functioning properly at fabrication
may fail during their desired lifetime due to aging. This will
cause large aging quality loss. This paper addresses one key
characteristic of aging, namely differential aging. This occurs due
to the characteristics of data typically stored in SRAMs. After
carefully studying the impact of differential aging on SRAM cells,
we propose an asymmetric sizing approach for SRAM cells to
maximize the probability of correct operation after m months
of usage considering process variations. Our experiment results
show that the asymmetric design can achieve much better aging
quality loss (90x better) with optimal lifetime yield per area
compared to the symmetric SRAM cell designs.

I. I NTRODUCTION
With the continued reduction in feature sizes of devices,
the rate of aging of ICs is increasing [1]. Negative bias
temperature instability (NBTI) is considered to be the major
reliability hazard in nano-scale CMOS and causes threshold
voltage (Vth) degradation for a PMOS transistor when negative
bias voltage is applied at the transistor’s gate. Positive bias
temperature instability (PBTI), which increases Vth of NMOS
transistors, is considered as a second-order effect in poly
technology but is a prominent aging mechanism in highk/metal technologies [2]–[5]. Various aging models have been
proposed (e.g., [6]–[8]) and all capture the degradation of
threshold voltage as a function of initial threshold voltage,
supply voltage, duty cycle, and temperature. The impact of
aging on logic circuits and SRAMs has been widely studied
[3], [9], [10]. NBTI and PBTI cause timing degradation in
logic circuit and timing as well as stability degradation in
SRAM cells [3], [11]. The aging degradation will lead to
failure of digital chips after being shipped to customers,
resulting in quality loss of the shipped chips and reduction
in the lifetime of chips. In this paper, we focus on SRAMs.
Since stability is a big problem in SRAM, we primarily focus
on static noise margin (SNM) degradation in this paper.
To reduce aging quality loss, a new test method is needed
to detect SRAMs that will fail due to aging during the desired
lifetime before the chips are shipped to customers. However,
this will decrease yield as more chips will be discarded. A
much more appealing solution is to design the SRAM cells
against aging to increase its lifetime.
Certain SRAM design strategies have been proposed in
the literature to mitigate or compensate the effects of aging.

At architecture level, existing design techniques for aging
mitigation include workload balancing between different cores
[12], proactive use of spares in SRAMs [13], periodically
flipping data bits stored in SRAMs [14], and shutting down
idle cache blocks [15]. At circuit level, the adaptive body bias
method is adopted in [16]. A standalone threshold voltage
sensing circuit is used to estimate degradation and the required
body bias voltage is generated accordingly to compensate for
NBTI aging. However, it only considers NBTI aging effect
and the body bias voltage is generated based on the threshold
degradation of a pMOS under full stress condition. It fails
to consider different duty cycles for different transistors in
an SRAM cell, thus does not take into account an important
characteristic of aging, namely differential aging.
Differential aging occurs due to the characteristics of data
typically stored in SRAMs and has been recognized in [3],
[10], but its implications on design have not been extensively
studied. The classic approach for designing an SRAM cell
is to maximize SNM. However, after m months of usage,
due to the differential aging, one of the SNMs decreases
more severely. Differential aging introduces new challenges for
SRAM design. In this paper, we will focus on the differential
aging at circuit level to develop an approach for SRAM cell
design that maximizes the probability of correct operation after
m months of usage of SRAM cells.
Meanwhile with the continued scaling in the feature sizes
of devices, the increased density and leakage necessitate the
ultra-low power supply operation for SRAMs to achieve low
power consumption. After carefully studying the conventional
6T cell, 8T cell and 10T cell designs and comparing their
various metrics, we found that the 10T Schmitt Trigger (ST)
SRAM cells [17] have high SNMs and high tolerance to
process variations. These cells can achieve the lowest failure
probability for ultra-low power supply operation. Also they do
not require any changes the conventional SRAM architecture
used for 6T cells. Thus we choose 10T ST cell structure as
our baseline design.
In this paper, we propose an effective design approach for
SRAM cell to maximize the probability of correct operation
after m months of usage considering process variation for
operation at low power supply voltages.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II
we introduce differential aging and analyze the impact of BTI
aging on SRAM cell stability. We propose our design approach
for aging resistant SRAM cell in Section III. In Section IV, we
demonstrate the effectiveness of our new design via extensive
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Figure 1: Stress state for NMOS transistor and PMOS transistor.

Figure 3: The butterfly curve of a 10T ST SRAM cell
indicating RSNM before and after aging.
and PR suffer more significant aging degradation compared to
its NR1, NR2 and PL.
B. The impact of aging on the noise margins
Figure 2: 10T ST SRAM cell.
simulations. Finally, we present our conclusions in Section V.
II. BTI AGING AND THE IMPACT ON SRAM CELLS
A. Differential aging
BTI is the most prominent aging effect in nano-scale
CMOS. NBTI causes Vth degradation of stressed PMOS and
PBTI causes Vth increase of stressed NMOS. The stress
pattern for NMOS and PMOS are shown in Fig. 1. After the
stress is removed, the transistor partially recovers from the
degradation. Hence, in the long term, the threshold degradation
caused by BTI aging is highly dependent on the percentage
of time that a transistor is stressed, i.e., the duty cycle. Due
to different duty cycles, different transistors in a circuit age
differently. We refer to this effect as differential aging.
In a typical 10T ST SRAM cell as shown in Fig. 2, NL1,
NL2, NR1 NR2, PL and PR, these six transistors of the crosscoupled inverters are periodically under stress depending on
the value stored in the SRAM cell. When a value “0” is stored
in the cell, NL1, NL2 and PR are stressed and suffer aging
degradation, while NR1, NR2 and PL are stressed when a
value “1” is stored in the cell. Access transistors (XL and
XR) are only under stress when word line is selected. Thus
the access transistors experience negligible BTI degradation
because of their short stress time through SRAM’s lifetime.
Feedback transistors NFL and NFR are NMOS transistors and
their drain terminals are always connect to VDD. Thus they
do not suffer BTI degradation.
It has been widely studied that the logic values stored in
SRAM array are not symmetric, i.e., the SRAM cell stores
values 0 and 1 with different probabilities through its lifetime.
In cache, the dominant logic bit value “0” is stored approximately 75% [15], [18] of the time. Thus various transistors in
an SRAM cell undergo different stress conditions. For a cell
that stores “0” most of the time as shown in Fig. 2, NL1, NL2

SRAMs’ read and write stability can be measured by the
read static noise margin (RSNM) and write noise margin
(WNM) respectively. The RSNM is defined as the size of the
largest of the squares that can be fit into both the openings
of the butterfly curve of an SRAM cell. As shown in Fig.
3, RSNM1 and RSNM2 denote the read noise margins of an
SRAM cell, where RSNM1 is the side of the largest square
that can be fit into the upper opening of the butterfly curve,
and RSNM2 is the side of the largest square that can be
fit into the lower opening of the butterfly curve. RSNM is
the minimum of RSNM1 and RSNM2. The WNM is used
as a metric of write stability. It is defined as the width of
the smallest embedded square between two DC transmission
curves of the two inverters of an SRAM cell.
To design the SRAM cell resistant to BTI aging, the impact
of aging on SRAM’s read and write noise margins need to be
carefully studied. In this paper, all experiments are conducted
using Predictive Technology Model (PTM) 32nm library [19].
The NBTI model proposed in [6] is adopted. For 32nm highk process, as reported in [3], [4], PBTI causes the same
magnitude of Vth shift to NMOS as NBTI does for PMOS.
As stated earlier, transistors in the SRAM cell undergo
different stress conditions, thus they suffer different amount
of Vth degradation. The differential aging is reflected on
the noise margins of SRAM cells. In Fig. 3, the blue solid
curves are the butterfly curve before aging and the red dashed
curves are the butterfly curves after aging. Before aging,
RSNM1 and RSNM2 are equal because of the symmetric
strength of the cell. However, when value “0” is always stored
in the cell, NL1, NL2 and PR suffer full stress condition.
After differential aging, RSNM2 degrades significantly, while
RSNM1 improves. Thus, RSNM decreases after aging.
Fig. 4 shows RSNM1, RSNM2, write noise margin for
writing value “1” (W1NM), and write noise margin for writing
value “0” (W0NM) of a 10T ST SRAM cell through its desired
lifetime. The supply voltage is 0.5V and the SRAM cell is
sized with the same ratio as in [20]. In this paper, we assume
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Figure 4: (a) Read noise margins, and (b) write noise margins
through lifetime for a symmetric 10T ST SRAM cell when
value “0” is stored in the cell for 75% of the time.
the desired lifetime is 5 years and value “0” is stored in the
cell for 75% of its lifetime [15], [18]. We can see that after
60 months of usage, RSNM2 degrades severely while RSNM1
improves slightly. This is easy to explain since when value
“0” is stored in the cell for more time than value “1”, NL1,
NL2 and PR suffer more degradation than NR1, NR2 and PL.
Thus the pull down is weaker in the left part of the cell and the
relative stresses of the pull down network and access transistor
decreases more than the right part. Pull up becomes weaker
in the right part of the SRAM cell.
During read operation, the voltage division between access
transistor and pull down transistors decides VOL . The switching threshold voltage (VM) of the inverter is determined by
the relative stresses of the pull up and pull down networks.
Therefore, VM of the left inverter of the cell increases, while
VM of the right inverter decreases. VOL of the left inverter
increases more than that of the right inverter. The decrease of
VM of the right inverter and increase of VOL of the left inverter
cause RSNM2 to decrease significantly, and make it easier
to corrupt the stored value in the cell during read operation.
The relative amount of shift of VM of the left inverter and
VOL of the right inverter decides whether RSNM1 increases
or decreases. Clearly, if value “0” is stored for more time
than value “1” in the SRAM cell, RSNM2 will degrade more
significantly than RSNM1.
Write noise margins increase since both pull up transistors
become weaker after aging. The new value is easy to write into
the cell because the relative stresses between access transistor
and pull up transistor increases.
III. D ESIGN APPROACH
The conventional design goal for SRAM cell is to increase
the read and write stability to maximize the yield. The
classic design approach is to optimize RSNM and WNM
at the time of fabrication, i.e., at m=0 months. However,
BTI aging causes stability degradation of the SRAM cell.
Furthermore, according to Section II, each transistor in the
SRAM cell suffers different amount of threshold degradation
caused by differential aging. The noise margin degradation is
not symmetric, i.e., one of the read noise margin decreases
more severely after m months of usage. Differential aging
introduces new challenges for SRAM design.
Before discussing our design approach, we need to define
some terms.

Yield of an SRAM array: the probability that an SRAM
array is able to be function correctly after fabrication.
Lifetime yield of an SRAM array: the probability that an
SRAM array is able to be function correctly through its desired
lifetime of m months.
Aging quality loss of an SRAM array: The probability that
an SRAM array functioning properly at fabrication fails during
its desired lifetime due to aging.
Failure rate of an SRAM cell (Pfcell
ail ): The probability that
an SRAM cell fails at fabrication.
Aging failure rate of an SRAM cell (Pfcell
ail,aging ): The
probability that an SRAM cell functioning properly at fabrication fails during its desired lifetime due to aging.
Then for an SRAM array consisting of N cells,
N
cell
N
Lifetime yield =(1 − Pfcell
ail ) (1 − Pf ail,aging )
N
Aging quality loss =1 − (1 − Pfcell
ail,aging )

(1)

In practice, aging quality loss is measured by defective
part per million (DPPM). DPPM of the SRAM array =
Aging quality loss × 106 . To ensure customer satisfaction, the
DPPM should below a small value which we call the target
DPPM. Based on these observations, the SRAM cell must be
designed to maximize that noise margin which is more likely
to lead to failure after m month of usage. That is determined
by the initial value of the noise margin as well as the amount
of degradation caused by aging. Our design goal is to optimize
the lifetime yield of SRAM array under a given target DPPM
instead of the yield at fabrication. Usually, the target DPPM
is 50 [21], i.e., no more than 50 chips per million can fail due
to aging after the chips are shipped to customers. We propose
asymmetric sizing approach for the SRAM cell to achieve this
design goal.
Our general approach for designing SRAM cell resistant to
BTI aging is as follows: Step 1. Identify the impact of aging
on SRAM’s stability. Step 2. Study the relationship between the
size of each transistor and the noise margins. Step 3. Study
the relationship between the size of each transistor and read
access time. Step 4. Based on the layout of SRAM cell, develop
a formula for cell area. Step 5. Based on the analysis of
steps 1-4, find the optimal sizes of transistors to maximize the
minimum noise margin after aging in the nominal case. Step 6.
Analyze the impact of aging on noise margins for SRAM cells
under process variations. Step 7. Carry out a comprehensive
evaluation of the new design.
We have studied the noise margins of SRAMs through
the desired lifetime in the presence of differential aging in
Section II. We find that write noise margins increase over
the lifetime because both pull up transistors are weakened by
aging. RSNM2 degrades much more severely than RSNM1
when the value “0” is stored in the SRAM cell for 75%
of its lifetime. According to simulation results and literature
[3], [9], SRAM read failure is more likely to occur and
differential aging degrades RSNM2 more. Thus to prevent
the noise margin degradation caused by aging, we focus on
maximizing RSNM2.
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A. The relationship between noise margins and the transistor
sizes in the nominal case
To !fully understand how to size the transistors to optimize
the lifetime yield, we study the relationship of the noise
margins and the size of each transistor. Fig. 5 (a) to (g) show
the noise margins when only the size of a single transistor
in the SRAM cell is changed. Since we focus on RSNM2,
all the transistors whose sizing impact on RSNM2 of the cell,
including XL, NFR, NL1, NL2, NR1, NR2 and PR, are shown.
Fig. 5(h) shows the relationship between the access time and
the transistor sizes in the SRAM cell to help decide the optimal
size of each transistor, where TR0 indicates the access time
for read 0 and TR1 indicates the access time for read 1. The
access time is determined by the time required for the cell to
achieve the minimum voltage drop on the bit lines required
by the sense amplifier.
Our design objective is to increase RSNM2 to reduce the
noise margin degradation caused by aging. In Table I, we list
all the transistors whose sizing impact RSNM2 of the SRAM
cell as well as how to increase RSNM2 via sizing. The reasons
why RSNM2 can be improved through sizing of each transistor
are also presented in the table along with the negative effects.
The curves that provide the required information of the sizing
are shown in the parentheses in each table entry. As shown
in Table I, RSNM2 can be increased by increasing the size of
NFR, NL1, NL2, PR and/or decreasing the size of XL, NR1
and NR2. However, each approach has some negative effects
on stability or access time, except increasing the size of NFR.
For example, write noise margins and access time are sensitive
to the size of access transistor as shown in Fig. 5 (a) and (h)
respectively. Decreasing the size of XL will decrease W0NM
and increase access time dramatically. Increasing the size of
pull down transistor NL1 and NL2 will decrease RSNM1, and
thus reduce the yield at fabrication. Although decreasing the
size of pull down transistors of the right inverter NR1 and NR2
will increase RSNM2, RSNM1 will decrease significantly and
the access time for read 1 will increase. Sizing up pull up
transistor PR will decrease W1NM dramatically. In contrast,
increasing the size of NFR has no negative impact on other
noise margins based on Fig. 5(b) and access time based on
Fig. 5(h). Thus we choose to increase the size of NFR.
B. The optimal sizes of transistors in SRAM cell in the nominal
case
Let us start with the nominal case, where we ignore process
variations. Our design goal is to design the SRAM cell
resistant to aging, i.e., no stability degradation caused by aging
through the lifetime. According to the analysis in Section II
and III (A), differential aging causes RSNM2 degradation and
sizing up single transistor NFR can improve RSNM2 without
any negative effect on other noise margin parameters and
access time. We could properly size NFR transistor to ensure
that RSNM does not reduce through lifetime.
Fig. 6 shows the relationship between the read noise margins
and the size of NFR, for different lifetimes. The optimal sizes
of NFR for different lifetimes are indicated by the dashed

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

(g)

(h)

Figure 5: Noise margins of the SRAM cell versus the sizes of
(a) XL (b) NFR (c) NL1 (d) NL2 (e) NR1 (f) NR2 (g) PR.
(h) Access time of the SRAM cell versus the transistor sizes.

Figure 6: Optimal sizes of NFR.
circle. After the desired lifetime, the degraded RSNM2 should
be no less than the minimum noise margin at fabrication,
i.e., RSNM1, to prevent aging quality loss. In terms of area
efficiency, NFR should not be oversized. Thus the optimal size
of NFR is the size when RSNM2 after desired lifetime is equal
to RSNM1 at fabrication as indicated in Fig. 6.
C. The impact of aging on SNM under process variations
In the above section, we have identified the optimal size of
the transistors in SRAM cell in the nominal case. We need to
study the impact of aging on noise margins for SRAM cells
under process variations to find out whether the optimal size
in the nominal case can achieve the optimal lifetime yield. We
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Table I: All the transistors whose sizing impact RSNM2 of a
10T ST SRAM cell
Transistors
!
having
impact on
RSNM2

How to
increase
RSNM2

Reason

Side effect except
area overhead

XL

Decrease
size (Fig.
5(a))

Decrease
VOL of the
left inverter

Decrease W0NM and
increase TR0
dramatically
(Fig. 5 (a) and (h))

NFR

Increase
size (Fig.
5(b))

NL1

Increase size
(Fig. 5(c))

NL2

Increase size
(Fig. 5(d))

Increase
VM of the
right inverter
Decrease
VOL of the
left inverter
Decrease
VOL of the
left inverter

NR1

Decrease
size (Fig.
5(e))

Increase V M
of the right
inverter

NR2

Decrease
size (Fig.
5(f))

Increase V M
of the right
inverter

PR

Increase size
(Fig. 5(g))

Increase V M
of the right
inverter

Figure 8: Layout of 10T ST SRAM cell.

None (Fig. 5 (b) and
(h))
Decrease RSNM1
(Fig. 5(c))
Decrease RSNM1
(Fig. 5(d))
Decrease RSNM1 and
increase TR1
significantly
(Fig. 5 (e) and (h))
Decrease RSNM1 and
increase TR1
significantly
(Fig. 5 (f) and (h))
Decrease W1NM
dramatically
(Fig. 5(g))

Figure 7: The read noise margin changes after 60 months
usage for 1000 monte carlo SRAM cell instances with process
variations.
generate 1000 Monte Carlo SRAM cell instances with process
variations. The RSNMs of the 1000 instances at fabrication
and after 60 months of usage are extracted, assuming that all
cells store value “0” 75% of the time. Fig. 7 shows the changes
of RSNM1 and RSNM2 for all 1000 instances, indicated by
∆RSNM1 and ∆RSNM2 respectively. We can see that the
noise margin changes caused by aging are almost the same
for different instances and are equal to those in the nominal
case. Thus the optimal size for the nominal case can be used
as the optimal size for all instances with process variations.
IV. E XPERIMENTAL EVALUATION
To demonstrate the effectiveness of our asymmetric sizing
approach, the lifetime yield per area and DPPM of SRAM
using our 10T ST asymmetric SRAM cells are compared with
SRAM using symmetric 10T ST SRAM cells. For comparison,
the default symmetric cell is sized in the same ratio as the
cell in [20]. The lifetime yield and DPPM are calculated using
Eq.1 for 2MB SRAM arrays. We use the probability collective
method, a variant of the importance sampling method, pro-

Figure 9: Lifetime yield per area comparison for 2MB SRAM
arrays when value “0” is stored in all cells for 75% of the
time.
posed in [22] to estimate the failure rate and aging failure rate.
In our experiments, we assume the desired lifetime for SRAM
m is 60 months. 32nm high-k metal gate PTM library is used
for our simulation. To model process variations, we assume
that Vth of each transistor follows identical and independent
Gaussian distributions with a standard deviation approximately
equal to 10% of the nominal Vth value. To demonstrate that
the 10T ST cell is suitable for low power operation, we set
the supply voltage to 0.5V.
A. 10T ST SRAM cell layout
To compare the lifetime yield per area of SRAM array, the
area of SRAM cell must be estimated. Fig. 8 shows the layout
of 10T ST SRAM cell [17]. Based on the layout and the design
rule, we can derive a formula for area in terms of transistor
sizes. We set the area of the default symmetric cell to 1 and
then normalize the area of other cells to calculate the lifetime
yield per area.
B. Lifetime yield and DPPM comparison
The lifetime yield per area of the SRAM using our new 10T
ST asymmetric cell and the default symmetric cell are plotted
in Fig. 9. We can see that the lifetime yield of the symmetric
design decreases significantly due to the cell failures caused by
aging. As shown in Fig. 10, the default design has a very large
DPPM value, larger than 10000 which will cause significant
customer dissatisfaction. Our proposed asymmetric design has
a very low aging quality loss with a small area overhead.
In particular, our design’s DPPM is less than 10 for a 2MB
SRAM array when “0” is stored in all cells for 75% of the
time. Also the overall lifetime yield per area of the asymmetric
design is significantly higher than that of the default design.
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Figure 10: DPPM comparison for 2MB SRAM arrays when
value “0” is stored in all cells for 75% of the time.
To demonstrate the advantage of our asymmetric sizing
approach, we have studied symmetric SRAM cells with various sizes for comparison. Although the aging quality loss
can be reduced by using larger transistors in symmetric cells,
the area overhead is too large and the lifetime yield per
area typically decreases dramatically. Thus we have simulated
various symmetric cells under an area budget. The minimum
DPPM of SRAM among all the symmetric cells is shown by
the green dashed line in Fig. 10, which is larger than our
target DPPM 50 and unacceptable. Thus, against differential
aging, asymmetric sizing approach must be used to achieve
the desired DPPM and optimal lifetime yield per area.
Experiment results also shows that asymmetric design has
even larger advantages for SRAM cells with larger duty cycle,
i.e., cells that store value “0” most of the time, since symmetric
cells suffer more aging degradation in those cases.
One thing to notice is that, although in reality, the data is
not always stored for 75% of the time in all the cells, sizing up
NFR has no negative effect on stability and access time except
with a small area overhead. The SRAM array using asymmetric cells will always lead to better DPPM under the existence
of differential aging. With accurate information about data
patterns, we can find optimal size for various SRAM cells
against aging using our asymmetric design approach to achieve
target DPPM and optimal lifetime yield per area.
V. C ONCLUSION
In this work, we study the impact of aging on SRAM
stability in combination with process variations. We have
proposed a new design approach for SRAM cells to combat
differential aging. We evaluate our new design along with
various symmetric designs in terms of lifetime per area and
DPPM. We demonstrate that our design approach provides
optimal SRAM cell design. The asymmetric design is superior
than the conventional symmetric designs with a very low aging
quality loss and optimal lifetime yield per area.
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